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available centuries of manipulation, of corruption, of
reconstruction, and to evolve a Ksatriya tradition from
this mass of priestly lore and to claim for it superiority
to the incidental notices of the Vedic texts is surely
a tour de force. Is the argument not reduced to the true
value when it leads to the suggestion1 that the"punyajana"
Raksasas who captured Kusasthall were invaders from
Punt ? Or, again, is Ravana really the Tamil ireivan
Sanskritized ?" 2 And can we seriously take Pancalas as
humorously the " five capables", and as, therefore, not
found in the Rgveda, though humour is hardly alien to
that collection.3
A. BERRIEDALE KEITH.
EARLIEST INDIAN TRADITIONAL ' HISTORY '
In my paper was set out what tradition says about
what the Indians knew or believed concerning the earliest
events. Dr. Keith has offered his criticisms upon it and
they naturally continue the discussion about brahmanic
and ksatriya tradition (pp. 118, 411 ante). For the sake
of conciseness I will deal only with salient matters,
noticing first the contentions about Trisanku.
Dr. Keith says I misunderstand the argument. The
argument in the Vedic Index (i, 331) is "confusion of
chronology". The statement is this, " The confusion
of the chronology in the tales of Trisanku is a good
example of the worthlessness of the supposed epic
tradition." I cited the parallel of the two Sauls as a case
for testing that statement (JRAS, 1913, p. 904). That
is the point in argument, whether the mention of two
of 700-600 B. c. at least 1,000 years of possible manipulation intervene.
And this is the basis for a rejection of contemporaneous or nearly con-
temporaneous tradition.
1
 JRAS. 1914, p. 278, n. 5. 2 Ibid. p. 285, n. 3.
3
 Mr. Pargiter compares our title "Prime Minister" (p. 284, n. 5).
But there is surely nothing inherently humorous about that title, which
is simply ' ' First Minister ", a form of title which is still extant in Canada.
JRAS. 1914. 48
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Trisarikus involves confusion of chronology any more
than the mention of two Sauls. The argument that he
now sets out is different. As regards euhemerism I put
two questions (p. 411 ante). He has offered a reply
partially to the first, but the second remains.
Now to the questions raised by traditional ' history'.
First, Dr. Keith uses arguments based on the silence
of the Rigveda. I pointed out when the argument ex
silentio is cogent and when it is not (JRAS, 1913,
pp. 887—8). He says, however, " Of a race of kings from
Pururavas Vedic tradition is silent." Again, " In the
more or less immediately contemporary Vedic texts
nothing is known of a king Trisanku." Similar is his
conclusion, " It is perfectly clear that Vedic times do
not recognize any such racial divisions as the Aila, the
Saudyumna, and the Manva." The silence proves nothing,
unless these matters should have been mentioned; and
that there was no call to mention them he shows by
his statement, " That the Vedic texts, the Samhitas and
the Brahmanas, are not books of historical purpose is
notorious." The Rigveda does not mention at all " the
tree which is most characteristic of India ", the banyan,
as Professor Macdonell notices (Sansk. Lit., pp. 146-7):
would anyone argue from that silence that the banyan did
not exist in India when the hymns were composed ?
Next, as regards the value of brahmanic tradition,
which Dr. Keith quotes and relies on. I cited Professor
Macdonell's authority to prove the disregard shown by
the brahmans for history (Sansk. Lit., p. 11). Dr. Keith
demurs and says, " Professor Macdonell is dealing in the
passage cited specially with the dates of Sanskrit authors
like Kalidasa." Professor Macdonell begins his remarks
thus (p. 10), " History is the one weak spot in Indian
literature. It is, in fact, non-existent. The total lack
of the historical sense is so characteristic that the whole
course of Sanskrit literature is darkened by the shadow
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of this defect, suffering as it does from an entire absence
of exact chronology." There is no limitation in these
words. He goes on, " So true is this that the very date
of Kalidasa, the greatest of Indian poets, was long
a matter of controversy," etc. He merely mentions
Kalidasa as a signal illustration of the general position.
As regards the reason that Professor Macdonell assigns
(p. 11), Dr. Keith allows it for the Upanisads and later
literature. It is unnecessary to discuss this qualification
here, for, since he says also " That the Vedic texts, the
Samhitas and. the Brahmanas, are not books of historical
purpose is notorious", he practically substantiates Pro-
fessor Macdonell's statement. Notoriously then the
brahmans had a " total lack of the historical sense".
What is their tradition worth, then, in matters of
traditional ' history ' ? If Dr. Keith maintains that it
can be treated as a critical standard, the burden of
proof rests on him.
It is the accepted opinion that the Aryans entered
India from the north-west. Ksatriya tradition knows
nothing of it, nor does brahmanic tradition as far as I am
aware. Ksatriya tradition says a movement took place
the reverse way, outwai'ds through the north-west. To
disprove this Dr. Keith mentions the grounds on which
the accepted opinion is based; but ksatriya tradition
might ask whether those grounds are inconsistent with
its version. I do not assert this view, but its possibility
is not wholly beyond consideration.
I pointed out that tradition tends to suggest Vyasa
compiled the Rigvedic canon, and Dr. Keith asks, " why
should the Brahmana, the Aranyaka, the Upanisad, and
even the Sutra texts pass over this great achievement
in silence ?" Now on Dr. Keith's (or indeed any) theory
the Rigveda must have been compiled at the end of the
Vedic period and by some person or persons; yet those
very texts pass that over in silence : why ? The silence
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concerns him just as much as it concerns me. I will
venture on an answer: the brahmans set themselves early
to exalt the antiquity and character of the Rigveda, and
naturally nothing that would derogate therefrom could
be expected from their mouths.
Dr. Keith asks, " Are we to assume that the Ksatriyas
were not merely anxious to record the kingly dynasties
but were determined also to preserve, in face of the
culpable negligence of the Brahmins, the fame of other
great men among the latter ?" By no means. Brahmanisin
by its exaltation of the Veda and its own pretensions
shut its own mouth to all matters that would derogate
therefrom, and by its total lack of the historical sense
confused and mythologized the ' historical' matters it
handled. Speaking generally, ksatriya tradition deals
with ksatriya genealogies, exploits, and interests; yet
kings had priests, kings and rishis sought one another's
aid, and some brahman families were descended from
royal ancestry : hence rishis naturally appeared in ksatriya
tradition. It dealt with matters from their point of
view and extolled kings, but had not to subserve any
preposterous claims. It contains no real history, yet its
genealogies could impliedly preserve some sequence of
events, some measure of time, some synchronisms. When
brahmanical matters entered into it, it naturally took
a ksatriya view of them. Its purview was political; that
of brahmanical tradition was religious; and thus the
subjects they dealt with differed. Hence ksatriya tradition
would naturally have recorded matters that brahmanic
tradition passed over or was ignorant of.
There must have been abundant ksatriya tradition.
Is it credible that the Aryan conquest of North India
was devoid of all adventure and heroism, that no deeds
worthy of celebration in song were performed, that kings
took no pride in preserving their ancestry ? Ksatriya
tradition has reached us through brahmanic hands, with
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the liability to be " edited" according to brahmanic
views, and what of it has survived is what brahmanic
censorship has " passed ". Intrinsically, therefore, ksatriya
tradition bears a better guarantee than brahmanic tradition
in ' historical' matters. Moreover, the Puranas are older
than Dr. Keith estimates. There are reasons for holding
that Puranas existed in the fourth century B.C.,1 and were
authoritative even then.
Dr. Keith, however, condemns ksatriya tradition as
worthless. Suppose the whole of his position be conceded,
the validity of his arguments and the worthlessness of
tradition, there still stands this fact: ksatriya tradition
knows of the results that we call the Aryan occupation
of India, tells of them in detail, and attributes them to
one race, the race that it calls Aila. How did worthless
tradition achieve this remarkable feat ?
F. E. PARGITER.
MALAVA-GANA-STHITI
Dr. Thomas in his note at p. 413 above has quite
justifiably quoted for sthiti the meaning, in a particular
connection, of ' continuance, continued existence '. But it
is equally well established as meaning ' a settled rule,
practice, custom, usage'. And his rendering of the whole
expression Malava-gana-sthiti by " the continuance [sihiti]
of the tribal constitution [gana] of the Malavas" (p. 414)
is plainly influenced, though of course unconsciously, by
my original interpretation of it twenty-five years ago:
the word gana means simply ' a tribe', not ' tribal
constitution, i.e. embodiment as a tribe'.
I had to deal with two expressions, found in records of
A.D. 473 and 532-3, as follows :—
1. Malavdnarh gana-sthityd: Gupta Inscriptions
(1888), p. 83, 1. 19. Taking sthiti in the meaning of
1
 This is shown in Mr. V. Smith's third edition of his Early History
of India, p. 23.
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